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A veri ation method for distributed systems based on de oupling forward
and ba kward behaviour is proposed. This method uses an event stru ture based algorithm
that, given a CCS pro ess, onstru ts its ausal ompression relative to a hoi e of observable a tions. Verifying the original pro ess equipped with distributed ba ktra king on
non-observable a tions, is equivalent to verifying its relative ompression whi h in general
is mu h smaller. We all this method De larative Con urrent Programming (DCP).
DCP te hnique ompares well with dire t bisimulation based methods. Ben hmarks
for the lassi dining philosophers problem show that ausal ompression is rather e ient
both time- and spa e-wise. State of the art veri ation tools an su essfully handle more
than 15 agents, whereas they an handle no more than 5 following the traditional dire t
method; an altogether spe ta ular improvement, sin e in this example the spe i ation size
is exponential in the number of agents.
Key-words: Pro ess algebra, transa tion, event stru tures, veri ation, bisimulation
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Un outil de véri ation pour la Programmation
Con urrente Dé larative

Résumé : Nous proposons une méthode de véri ation pour les systèmes distribués basé
sur la distin tion entre omportement avant et arrière d'un système transa tionnel. Cette
méthode utilise un algorithme basé sur les stru tures d'événements qui, étant donné un
pro essus CCS, onstruit son système de transition ausal relatif à un ensemble d'a tions
observables. La véri ation du pro essus CCS d'origine, équipé d'un mé anisme de retour
arrière sur les transitions non observables, revient à vérier la orre tion du système de
transitions ausales du pro essus qui est en général beau oup plus petit. Cette méthode est
appelée programmation on urrente dé larative (PCD).
Les performan es de la PCD omparées aux performan es des te hniques traditionnelles
de bisimulation donnent des résultats en ourageants. Un ban d'essai utilisant le problème
lassique du dîner des philosophes montre que la PCD est plus e a e que la méthode
dire te, à la fois en terme de temps et d'espa e de al ul requis. En eet, les outils standard
de bisimulation peuvent vérier des systèmes allant au delà de 15 philosophes dans le as de la
PCD, alors qu'ils ne peuvent gérer plus de 5 philosophes ave un appro he de programmation
dire te. Cet amélioration des performan es est d'autant plus spe ta ulaire que la taille du
système de spé i ation des philosophes est exponentielle dans le nombre d'agents.
Mots- lés : Algèbres de pro essus, transa tions, stru tures d'événements, véri ation,
bisimulation
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Ba ktra king is ommonpla e in transa tional systems where dierent omponents, su h
as pro esses a essing a distributed database, need to a quire a resour e simultaneously.
To ensure un onditional orre tness of the overall exe ution of the transa tion, one usually
provides a ode that in orporates expli it es apes from those ases where a global onsensus
annot be met. Su h an upfront method generates a large and unstru tured state spa e,
whi h often means veri ation based on proving that the ode is bisimilar to a referen e
spe i ation be omes unfeasible.
Based on earlier work, we propose here an indire t veri ation method, and show on an
example that it an handle larger spe i ations. The idea is to break down the distributed
implementation of a given referen e spe i ation in two steps. First, one writes down a
ode whi h is only required to meet a weaker ondition of ausal or forward orre tness
relative to the spe i ation. This ondition is parameterised by a hoi e of observable a tions
orresponding to the a tions of the spe i ation. Se ond, the obtained ode is equipped with
a generi form of distributed ba ktra king on non-observable a tions. A general theorem
redu es the orre tness of the latter partially reversible ode to the ausal orre tness of the
former [1℄.
In many transa tional examples, this stru tured programming method works well, and
obtains odes whi h are smaller, and simpler to understand [2℄. It also seems interesting
from a orre tness perpe tive, sin e one never has to deal with the full state spa e, and it
is enough to onsider the mu h smaller state spa e of the forward ode ausal ompression
relative to observable a tions. Thus it obtains odes whi h are also easier to prove orre t.
It is only natural then to ask whether and to whi h extent su h indire t orre tness proofs
an be automated. This is the question we address in this paper.
Spe i ally we propose an algorithm, whi h, under ertain rather mild assumptions about
the system of interest, will ompute its ausal ompression relative to a hoi e of observables.
The true on urren y semanti s tradition of using event stru tures as an intrinsi pro ess
representation omes to the res ue here. Indeed, event stru tures provide a representation
of omputation tra es up to tra e equivalen e, and therefore redu e redundan y during the
sear h of the ompression. Besides event stru tures are uniquely suited to the handling of
ausal relationships between various events triggered by a pro ess [3℄. For these reasons
our pro edure in ludes a translation of the pro ess as a re ursive ow event stru ture,
and omputes the relative ausal ompression on this intermediate representation. The
algorithm also relies on a ompa t representation of the oni t relation between events, and
seems to perform well both spa e-wise, obtaining a mu h smaller state spa e, and time-wise.
Ben hmarks given for the lassi al example of the dining philosophers show a signi ant
state ompression, and a relatively low ost in urred by ompression. Dire t programming
generates a state spa e that is already too big for being onstru ted by bisimulation veriers
for 6 agents, whereas our method an go well beyond 15.
The language we use to formalize on urrent systems is the Cal ulus of Communi ating Systems (CCS) [4℄. This is a slightly more expressive language than basi models of
ommuni ating automata, in that pro esses an dynami ally fork. On the other hand, this
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Pro esses

p, q

::=

a.p
p|q
p+q
D(x̃) := p
(x)p
0

A tions

a

::=

x, y, . . .
x̄, ȳ, . . .
τ

A tion prexing
Parallel omposition
Choi e
Re ursive denition
Name restri tion
Empty pro ess
Input
Output
Silent a tion

Figure 1: CCS syntax
ommuni ation model in ludes no name-passing, whi h is a severe limitation in some appli ations. As is dis ussed further in the on lusion it is possible to adapt the present
development, whi h is largely independent of the hosen ommuni ation model, to ri her
languages su h as π- al ulus.
Se tion 2 starts with a qui k re all of CCS [4℄. Se tion 3 develops its reversible variant
RCCS, together with the entral notion of ausal orre tness, and the fundamental result
onne ting ausal orre tness of a CCS pro ess and full orre tness of its lifting as a partially
reversible pro ess in RCCS [1℄. The relative ausal ompression algorithm, and the a ompanying veri ation method are explained in Se tion 4. Se tion 5 ompares this method
with the traditional dire t method, using the dining philosphers problem as a ben hmark.
The on lusion dis usses related work and further dire tions.
2 CCS
2.1

Syntax

CCS pro esses intera t through binary ommuni ations on named hannels: an output on
hannel x is written x̄, an input on the same hannel is simply written x. The omplete
syntax is given in Fig 1.
We write P for the set of pro esses, A for the set of a tions, and A for the free monoid
of a tion words. Restri tion (x)p binds x in p and the set of free names of p is dened
a ordingly. In a re ursive denition D(x̃) := p free names of p have to be x̃.
∗

2.2

Operational semanti s

A labelled transition system (LTS) is a tuple hS, s, L, →i where S is alled the state spa e,
s the initial state, L the set of labels, and → ⊆ S × L × S the transition relation. One uses
INRIA
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a.p + q →a p
p →a p′
q →ā q ′
(synch)
p | q →τ p′ | q ′

(act)
p →a p′
(par)
p | q →a p′ | q

p ≡ p′ →a q ′ ≡ q
(equiv)
p →a q

p →a p′ a 6∈ {x, x̄}
(res)
(x)p →a (x)p′

Figure 2: CCS labelled transition system
the ommon notation s → t, and for m = a . . . a ∈ A , s → t means s → s , ...,
s
→ t for some states s , ..., s
.
The operational semanti s of a CCS term p is given by means of su h an LTS (P, p, A, →),
written TS(p), where → is given indu tively by the rules in Fig 2. The equivalen e relation
≡ is the lassi al stru tural ongruen e for hoi e and parallel omposition, together with
the re ursion unfolding rule D(x̃) := p ≡ p.
a

n−1

2.3

an

1

∗

n

∗
m

a1

1

n−1

1

Pro ess equivalen e

Several variants of observational equivalen e for CCS pro esses have been onsidered. We
use here a variant of weak bisimulation based on the hoi e of a ountable distinguished
subset K of the set of a tions A, whi h we x here on e and for all. A tions in K are alled
observable a tions. The omplement A \ K of non-observable a tions is denoted by K and
also taken to be ountable.
Let S = (S , s , A, →) and S = (S , s , A, →) be LTSs both with labels in A, a relation
R over S × S is said to be a weak simulation between S , S , if s R s and whenever
p Rp :
 if p → q , a ∈ K , then p → q with m ∈ (K ) , and q R q ;
 if p → q , a ∈ K , then p → q with m ∈ (K ) a(K ) , and q R q .
The idea is that S has to simulate the behaviour of S regarding observable a tions, but
is free to use any sequen e of non observable ones in so doing. Su h a relation R is said to
be a weak bisimulation if both R and its inverse R are weak simulations. When there is
su h a relation, S and S are said to be bisimilar, and one writes S ∼ S .
A CCS pro ess p is said to be a orre t implementation of a spe i ation LTS S , if
TS(p) ∼ S . When the spe i ation is lear from the ontext, we may simply say p is orre t.
One thing to keep in mind is that all these denitions are relative to a hoi e of K . Usually,
K is taken to be A \ {τ }, but this more exible denition will prove onvenient.
c
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1

1

1

1

2
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2

2

1

2

1

2

2

1
1

a
a

c

1

2

1

2

∗
m 2
∗
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c ∗

1

c ∗

2

c ∗

2

1

2

1

2

1

−1

1
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3 Reversible CCS

We turn now to a qui k intuitive introdu tion to RCCS. Consider the following CCS pro ess:

(x) x | x | x̄.x̄.a.p | x̄.x̄.b.q
(1)
on x to exe ute, so the whole
Both subpro esses a.p and b.q require two ommuni ations
pro ess may rea h a deadlo ked state (x) x̄.a.p | x̄.b.q where neither a nor b may be
triggered. If the intention is that the system implements the mutual ex lusion pro ess
a.p + b.q , a possible x is to give both subpro esses the possibility to release x:

(x) x | x | R (x, a) | R (x, a)
(2)

with R (x, a) := x̄. τ.(R (x, a) | x) + x̄.(τ.(R (x, a) | x | x) + a.p) .
This example helps in realising two key things: rst the original ode (1) although not
orre t, is partially orre t in the sense that any su essful a tion a or b leads to a orre t
state p or q; se ond the proposed x an be made an instan e of a generi distributed
ba ktra king me hanism. The idea of RCCS is to provide su h a me hanism, in a way
that partial or ausal orre tness (yet to be dened formally) in CCS, an be proved to be
equivalent to full orre tness of the same pro ess on e lifted to RCCS [5℄.
p

p

3.1

p

q

p

Syntax

RCCS forward a tions are the same a tions as CCS, namely A. Re all these are split into
K and its omplement K . In the RCCS ontext a tions in K are also alled irreversible, or
sometimes ommit a tions (following the transa tion terminology); a tions in K are also
alled reversible, sin e these are the ones one wants to ba ktra k. RCCS therefore also has
ba kward a tions written a , with a ∈ K .
RCCS pro esses are omposed of threads of the form m ⊲ p, where m is a memory, and
p is a plain CCS pro ess:
r ::= m ⊲ p | (r | r) | (x)r
Memories are sta ks used to re ord past intera tions:
c

c

−

c

m ::= hθ, a, pi · m | h|θ|i · m | hi

where θ is a thread identier drawn from a ountable set. Open memory elements
are used for reversible a tions and ontain a thread identier θ, the a tion last taken, and
the alternative pro ess that was left over by a hoi e if any. Closed memory elements are
used for irreversible a tions, and only ontain an identier. The prex relation on memories
is dened as m ⊑ m if there is an m su h that m · m = m .
Pro esses are onsidered up to the usual ongruen e for parallel omposition together
with the following spe i rules:
hθ, a, pi

h|θ|i

′

′′

m ⊲ D(x̃) := p
m ⊲ (p | q)
m ⊲ (x)p



′′

≡
≡
≡

m⊲p
(m ⊲ p) | (m ⊲ q)
(x)(m ⊲ p)

′

if x 6∈ m
INRIA
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a ∈ K c θ 6∈ m
(act)
m ⊲ a.p + q →θa hθ, a, qi · m ⊲ p

7
a ∈ Kc
(act∗ )
−
hθ, a, qi · m ⊲ p →θ
a m ⊲ a.p + q

a ∈ K θ 6∈ m
(commit)
m ⊲ k.p + q →θk h|θ|i · m ⊲ p
′
r →Θ
θ 6∈ s
a r
(par)
Θ
r | s →a r′ | s
′
r →Θ
a 6= x, x̄
a r
(res)
′
(x)r →Θ
a r

′
′
r →Θ
s →Θ
a r
ā s
(synch)
′
′
r | s →Θ
τ r |s
′
r ≡ r′ →Θ
a s ≡ s
(equiv)
r →Θ
a s

Figure 3: RCCS labelled transition system
Any CCS pro ess p an be lifted to RCCS with an empty memory ℓ(p) := ⊲ p, and
onversely, there is a natural forgetful map ϕ erasing memories and mapping ba k RCCS to
CCS. Clearly ϕ(ℓ(p)) = p. When we want to insist that the lift operation is parameterised
by the set K , we write ℓ (p).
hi

K

3.2

Operational semanti s

The operational semanti s of RCCS is also given as an LTS with transitions given indu tively
by the rules in Fig 3. In the ontextual rules Θ stands either for θ or θ . The freshness of
the thread identier θ is guaranteed by the side onditions θ 6∈ m in the and
rules, and θ 6∈ s in the rule. The use of su h identiers makes the presentation given
here somewhat simpler than the earlier one [1℄. Note that ba ktra king as dened in the
operational semanti s is a binary ommuni ation me hanism of exa tly the same nature as
usual forward ommuni ation. However, sin e threads are required to ba ktra k with the
exa t same thread with whi h they ommuni ated earlier, ba ktra k an be shown to be
onuent, at least for those pro esses that are rea hable from the lifting of a CCS pro ess.
The
rule uses a losed memory element · m indi ating that the information
ontained in m is no longer needed, sin e by denition a tions in K are not ba ktra kable.
Supposing r is a pro ess where any re ursive pro ess denition is guarded by a ommit,
an assumption to whi h we will return later on, this bounds the total size of open memory
elements in any pro ess rea hable from r.
−

(a t)

( ommit)

(par)

( ommit)

3.3

h|θ|i

The fundamental property

The question is now to see whether it is possible to obtain a hara terisation of the behaviour
of a lifted pro ess ℓ (p) solely in terms of p. Intuitively, ℓ (p) being p enri hed with
a me hanism for es aping omputations not leading to any observable a tions, one might
K
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think that ℓ (p) is bisimilar to the transition system generated by those tra es of p whi h
lead to an observable a tion. This is almost true.
To give a pre ise statement, we need rst a few notations and denitions. An RCCS
transition as dened above is fully des ribed by a tuple t = hr, a, Θ, r i where r is the sour e
of t, r its target, a its label and Θ its identier. If a ∈ K we say that t is a ommit transition,
otherwise it is a reversible transition. If Θ = θ (Θ = θ ) we say t is forward (ba kward ). A
tra e is a sequen e of omposable transitions, and we write r → s (p → q) whenever σ is
an RCCS (CCS) tra e with sour e r (p) and target s (q). A tra e is said to be forward if it
ontains only forward transitions.
A nal and key ingredient is the notion of ausality between transitions in a given forward
tra e. For CCS this is usually dened using the so- alled proof terms [6℄, but one an also
use RCCS memories.
The set of memories involved in a forward transition t = hr, a, θ, r i is dened as µ(t) :=
{m ∈ r | ∃a, q :
.m ∈ r }; this is either a singleton, if no ommuni ation happened, or
a two elements set, if some did.
Denition 1 (Causality) Let σ : t ; . . . ; t be a forward RCCS tra e:
 t and t with i < j, are in dire t ausality relation, written t < t if there is m ∈ µ(t ),
m ∈ µ(t ) su h that m < m ; one says that t auses t , written t < t , if t < t .
 σ is said to be ausal if for all transitions t with i < n, t < t ; it is said to be k- ausal
if it is ausal, its last transition t is labelled with k ∈ K , and all pre eding transitions are
labelled in K .
One extends this terminology to CCS tra es by saying a CCS tra e p → p is ausal, if it
lifts to a ausal tra e ℓ (p) → r with ϕ(r ) = p .
With the notion of ausal tra e in pla e, we an dene the ausal ompression of a pro ess
p relative to K .
Denition 2 (Relative ausal ompression) Let p be a CCS pro ess, its ausal ompression relative to K , written CTS (p), is the LTS hP, p, K, →→i where →→ is dened as
q→
→ q if q → q for some k - ausal tra e σ .
We are now ready to state the theorem that hara terizes the behaviour of ℓ (p) in terms
of the simpler pro ess p.
Theorem 1 (Fundamental property [1℄) Let TS (p) := hR, ℓ (p), A, →i be the LTS
asso iated to the lift ℓ (p), TS (p) ∼ CTS (p).
As said above, it is not true that TS (p) is bisimilar to the transition system of tra es of
p leading to observable a tions, one has to be areful to restri t to ausal tra es. A trivial
but useful rephrasing of this result is:
Corollary 1 Let p be a CCS pro ess, and S be its spe i ation, if CTS (p) ∼ S then
ℓ (p) ∼ S .
K

′

′

−

∗
σ

∗
σ

′

′

hθ, a, qi

1

i

n

j

′

i

′

j

i

j

i

1 j

i

i

i

j

∗
1 j

i

n

n

c

K

∗
σ′

′

′

∗
σ

′

K

k

′

∗
σ

′

k

′

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

K
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In words, this says that to he k the orre tness of ℓ (p) with respe t to S , it is enough to
he k the orre tness of CTS (p).
If one goes ba k tothe example at the beginning of this se tion, this says that ℓ ((x) x |
x | x̄.x̄.a.p | x̄.x̄.b.q ) is equivalent
to a.p + b.q, as soon as the ausal ompression of

p = (x) x | x | x̄.x̄.a.p | x̄.x̄.b.q relative to {a, b} is. This is easily seen in this example, and in fa t, as often in pra ti e, CTS (p) and S turn out to be equal.
The interest of this fundamental property lies in the fa t that the ausal ompression
relative to K , CTS (p), is signi antly smaller than the partially reversible pro ess ℓ (p).
A natural question is therefore, given a pro ess p, to ompute CTS (p). By nding an
e ient way to do this, one would obtain an e ient veri ation pro edure. This is the
obje t of the next se tion.
K

K

{a,b}

K

K

K

K

4 Causal ompression

A rst idea to extra t the ausal transition system of a pro ess p is to use the LTS generated
by ℓ(p) and s reen o non ausal tra es. One annot know however whether a tra e an
be extended into a k- ausal form until a ommit is ee tively taken, and su h an approa h
would likely lead to both superuous (be ause lots of tra es will not be ausal) and redundant
(be ause of tra e equivalen e) omputations. A more astute approa h is to look only at tra es
that will eventually be in a k- ausal form. This requires a bottom up view of tra es where
one starts from ommits inside a term, and then re onstru ts ausal tra es triggering this
ommit by onsuming its prede essors in every possible way.
However, there is no need to work dire tly in the syntax, and event stru tures [3℄ provide
exa tly what is needed here: a truly on urrent semanti s that abstra ts from the interleaving of on urrent transitions, and more importantly an expli it notion of ausality. Among
the various types of event stru tures the most often onsidered are prime ones, be ause
onsistent runs an be simply hara terized. Yet they lead to quite large data stru tures.
Our algorithm uses instead ow event stru tures (FES) [6, 7, 8℄. On the one hand, there is
a simple indu tive translation of CCS terms into FESs that in urs no omputational ost;
on the other hand, FES are algorithmi ally onvenient ompa t forms of event stru tures.
We rst explain how to extra t the ausal ompression CTS (p) from the translation of
p into an FES. Then we dis uss omputational issues su h as how to make this an algorithm,
and how some of the apparent omputational osts an be ir umvented at the level of the
implementation.
1

K

4.1

Flow event stru tures

A (labelled) ow event stru ture is a tuple E = hE, ≺, #, λi where
 E is a set of events,
 ≺ ⊆ E × E is the ow relation whi h has to be irreexive,

1
Spe i ally in prime event stru ture auses of an event must be uniquely determined, and this for es
dupli ation of the future of an event ea h time it is engaged in a syn hronization.

RR n° 0123456789
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α1

#

(α1 , ᾱ)
#

c

ᾱ

#
#

(α2 , ᾱ)
α2

#

Figure 4: FES representation of p := α.c.α.0 | ᾱ.0. Events are named after their labels when
these are not ambiguous.
 # ⊆ E × E is the oni t relation whi h is symmetri ,
 and λ : E → A a labelling fun tion.
The idea is that the ow relation gives all immediate possible auses of an event, while the
oni t relation indi ates a oni ting hoi e between two events.
Denition 3 Let E = hE, ≺, #, λi be an FES, a set X ⊆ E is a onguration of E , written
X ∈ C(E), if it is:
 oni t free: # ∩ (X × X) = ∅,
 y le free: ≺ /X is a partial order,
 and left- losed up to oni ts: if e ∈ X and there is d ∈ E su h that d ≺ e then either
d ∈ X or there exists f ∈ X su h that f ≺ e and f #d.
The last two onditions are the pri e to pay for working with FESs, and are not needed for
prime ones. The rst one will require some optimised stru turing of the oni t relation,
we'll return to this point soon.
A onguration X in E with e ∈ X is e-minimal if ∀e ∈ X : e ≺ e. The set of
e-minimal ongurations is denoted by ChE, ei.
There is an easy indu tive translation u unfolding any CCS pro ess into a FES [6℄, where
events orrespond to ommuni ations, and ongurations are those subsets of events that
a tra e an trigger. We will not re all here this translation, and only give an example (see
Fig. 4). The orre tness of u is given by the following representation theorem:
Theorem 2 ([7℄) Let p be a CCS pro ess, and T (p) stand for the tra es of p quotiented
by tra e equivalen e, then (T (p), ≤) and (C(u(p)), ⊆) are isomorphi .
One an dene a transition system out of an FES. To do this, we dene E|X , the residual
of E by a onguration X in C(E).
Denition 4 (Residual) Let E = hE, ≺, #, λi be an FES, X be a onguration of E , and
dene X := {e ∈ E | ∃e ∈ X : e #e}. The residual of E by X is E|X := hE , ≺ , # i
where:
∗

′

′

∗

≃

≃

#

′

E ′ := E \ (X ∪ X# )

′

′

≺′ :=≺ ∩ (E ′ × E ′ )

′

′

#′ := # ∩ (E ′ × E ′ )
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The LTS asso iated to E = hE, ≺, #, λi has initial state E , and transition relation given by
E → E if X ∈ C(E ) and E = E |X .
It is here that our reframing of the ompression question in terms of event stru tures
pays o, sin e to obtain the ausal ompression of the transition system above, all one
has to do is to restri t labels to e-minimal ongurations su h that λ(e) ∈ K . The ausal
LTS asso iated to E , written CTS (E), has initial state E , and transition relation given by
E →
→ E if there is an event e ∈ E su h that E → E with X ∈ ChE , ei and λ(e) ∈ K .
As a onsequen e of the representation theorem one gets:
Lemma 1 Let p be a CCS pro ess, then CTS (p) and CTS (u(p)) are isomorphi .
At that point, we have an equivalent denition of CTS (p) in terms of the FES u(p), and it
remains to see how one an turn this denition into an algorithm. This is what we dis uss
now.
′

X

′′

′

′′

′

K

′

k

′′

′

′

X

K

′′

′

K

K

4.2

Algorithmi

dis ussion

First, the unfolding u(p) is in general an innite obje t even if we restri t to nite state
pro esses. To keep with nite internal data stru tures, we require ea h re ursive pro ess
denition to be guarded by a ommit a tion. This seems a reasonable onstraint, in that
there is a priori no reason to model a transa tional me hanism with a pro ess that allows
innite forward in on lusive tra es.
To ompute CTS (u(p)), we use instead of u, a partial unfolding u that oin ides with
u ex ept it does not unfold any re ursive denition. The onstraint above ensures that every
ommit k that is rea hable by a single ausal transition an be seen by this partial unfolding.
Only after triggering the event orresponding to k, are the re ursive alls guarded by k (if
any) unfolded, and their translations by u added to the residual of the obtained event
stru ture. One then he ks whether the obtained residual event stru ture is isomorphi
with some obtained previously, and adds it to the state spa e if not. Given a pro ess p, the
algorithm to ompute CTS (u(p)) pro eeds as follows:
0. E = hE, ≺, #, λi := u (p)
1. For all e ∈ E su h that λ(e) ∈ K , ompute the e-minimal ongurations X ∈ ChE, ei.
2. For ea h su h X build the residual E|X , with re ursive denitions guarded by e
unfolded using u .
3. Add the transitions E →→ E|X to the CTS under onstru tion.
4. For ea h residual E|X not isomorphi to any previous one, set E := E|X and goto
step 1.
By the representation theorem, this algorithm will terminate as soon as CTS (p) is nite.
In pra ti e most of the isomorphism tests an be avoided by using a quite dis riminative
equality test between FES signatures whi h is linear in the number of events. Another
fin

K

fin

K

fin

e

e
fin

e

k

e

e

e

K
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e ien y problem one has to deal with is the internal representation of the oni t relation
(whi h is involved in step 1 be ause of the oni t-free ondition on ongurations). In
prime event stru tures oni t is inherited by ausality, that is to say if e#e and e ≺ e ,
then e#e . Hen e a rather ompa t way to represent oni t is to keep only (e, e ) ∈ #
and dedu e when needed that e#e by heredity. We have found that a similar ompa t
stru ture, whi h we all a oni t tree an be used for FESs. Coni t trees are built during
pro ess partial unfoldings, and result in a typi ally logarithmi ally ompa t representation
of oni t, for a low omputational ost. An example of a oni t tree is given Fig. 5:
oni ts is predi ated of intervals, and [n − m]#[n − m ] means that any pair of events
indexed within {n, . . . , m} × {n , . . . , m } is in oni t.
′

′

′′

′′

′

′′

′

′

′

′

[0-4℄
[0-3℄
#
[1℄

[4℄
#
[2℄

Figure 5: Coni t tree of a .(b
3

0

| c2 + d1 ) + e4

5 Causal module and tests

The relative ompression algorithm was implemented as an O aml [9℄ library
[10℄.
Having a library instead of an independent tool allows to use the underlying language that
oers more onstru tion primitives than CCS. Any interesting en oding needs parametri
pro ess denitions in order to dene systems with varying number of agents, and our module
oers simple CCS pro ess onstru tors, so that one has a real programming language to build
large pro esses.
Causal

5.1

Ben hmark

To get a sense of how well our veri ation te hnique performs ompared with a straight
bisimulation based veri ation, we ran several tests using en odings of the dining philosophers problem. This timeless example of distributed onsensus involves n philosophers eating
together around a table. Ea h of them needs two hopsti ks to start eating, and has to share
them with his neighbours. When a philosopher has eaten, he releases his hopsti ks after
a while and goes ba k to the initial state. In the partial implementation, say p , on e a
2

part

2

Tests were made with an Intel Pentium 4 CPU 3.20GHz with 1GB of RAM.
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philosopher takes a hopsti k he never puts it ba k unless he has su essfully eaten. In the
fully orre t one, say p , he may release hopsti ks at any time (thus avoiding deadlo ks).
The CCS pro esses p and p for n = 2 orrespond roughly to the earlier examples (1)
and (2). (See [1℄ for a general denition and detailed study.)
There are two main reasons for taking the dining philosophers example. First it is a
paradigmati example of distributed onsensus, so the way to solve it without a ess to
the s heduler (by adding additional semaphores for instan e) has to involve ba ktra king.
Se ond, it turns out that the number of possible states of the spe i ation is given by a
Fibona i sequen e
full

part

full

3

S(1) = 1 S(2) = 3 S(n + 1) = S(n) + S(n − 1)

This is onvenient in that it gives a simple means to ompare the time of omputation with
the size of the spe i ation state spa e. Verifying orre tness of p using the Mobility
Workben h (MWB) [11℄ (see Fig. 6) proved to be impossible beyond 5 philosophers (around
full

bona i
Mob. workben h
Memory swap limit

200
180
160
140

Time (se .)

120

Number of states

100
80
60
40
20
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Figure 6: Dire t bisimulation test for p .
full

spe i ation states) be ause of memory limitations. By using rst the
module (see
Fig. 7) to extra t the ausal transition system of p , we ould verify up to 19 philosophers
(around 15, 000 spe i ation states) within a time whi h stayed roughly proportional to the
number of states. Sin e CTS(p ) is in this ase equal to the spe i ation, the remaining
part of the orre tness proof takes negligible time (MWB needs 0.4s for 10 philosophers).
160

Causal

part

part

6 Con lusion

We have proposed a method for the veri ation of distributed systems whi h uses an algorithm of relative ausal ompression. The method does not always apply: the pro ess one
wants to verify must use a generi ba ktra king me hanism. This may seem a limitation, but
it often obtains a mu h simpler ode, and many examples of distributed transa tions lend
3

Thanks to Hubert Krivine (LPTMS) for showing us this ni e result.
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Causal
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12

14

16

18

20

Figure 7: Relative ausal ompression using the

22

Causal

module.

themselves naturally to this onstraint. When the method does apply, however, it proves
very ee tive as we have shown in the dining philosophers example.
State spa e explosion in automated bisimulation proofs is a well known phenomenon, and
tra e ompression te hniques have been proposed to avoid the redundan y reated by the
interleaving of transitions [6, 12℄, and used in model- he king appli ations [13, 14℄. These
ompressions preserve bisimilarity, whereas our does not, and is of a ompletely dierent
nature. Besides, and be ause our algorithm uses event stru tures, we also ash in on this
lassi al kind of ompression.
There is no reason why this veri ation method should be limited to CCS. Other onurrent models an be equipped with ba ktra king, and forward and ba kward aspe ts of
orre tness an be split there as well. Re ent work extends the on ept of partially reversible
omputations to various pro ess algebras [15℄, and it is possible to dene an analogue of
RCCS for the π- al ulus. New advan es in event stru ture semanti s for π- al ulus [16℄
might allow to extend the ausal ompression algorithm, so as to over the important ase
of name-passing al uli.
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